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 Abstract: Transmission functions of the oxygen A, B and y bands have been 
     calculated by a  line-by-line integration over a wide range of temperatures, pressures 

     and path lengths. All significant lines of isotopic species  0218,  01G0" and  016018 whose 
     relative line strengths are greater than  10-7 times that of the strongest line in each 

     band of  0216 are taken into account in the calculation and mixed Doppler-Lorentz 
     profile is employed as the line shape factor. Transmission functions for the whole 

     bands and for each 5  cin-1 interval within the bands are tabulated in detail. 

1. Introduction 

   An accurate evaluation of the absorption of solar radiation by the oxygen band is 

very important for the estimation of radiation balance of the terrestrial atmosphere 

(Yamamoto, 1962), for satellite measurements of the cloud-top height (Yamamoto and 
Wark, 1961; Chapman,  1962; Saiedy et al.,  1967; Gorodetskiy et  al., 1971) and for the 
discovery of the oxygen on other planets. 

   The oxygen bands emerged in the near infrared region are the red atmospheric 

                                                          o system in the region 6200A-7600A and the infrared atmospheric system in the region 
 10600A-12700A. It is well known that the former, which is treated in this study, 

is about 20 times as intense as the latter (Herzberg and Herzberg, 1947). 

   Earlier determinations of the line parameters for the red atmospheric bands 

(Allen, 1937; Van de  Hulst, 1945; Wark and  Mercer, 1965; Adiks and Dianov-Klokov, 
1968; Burch and Gryvank, 1969; Miller et al., 1969, 1976; Galkin et  al., 1972; Giver et 

 al., 1974) are in conflict with each other. It is also the case for the transmission func-
tions calculated by several workers (Wark and Mercer; Adiks et al., 1972). Recently, 

by comparing the absorption of the A band measured in our laboratory with those 
calculated from the sets of line parameters determined by several workers, we have 

found (Tanaka et al., 1978) that the line strengths proposed by Miller et al. and the 
line half-widths by Giver et al. provide the most plausible set of line parameters. 

Then we take this opportunity of calculating accurately the atmospheric transmission 
functions for the red atmospheric bands on the basis of the above line parameters. 

   In this paper, a method is described by which the transmission functions were 

calculated over a wide range of temperatures, pressures and path lengths. The results 
of calculation are presented in detail in the tables.
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2. Band structure 

   As shown by  IVIulliken (1928), the red atmospheric oxygen bands are the inter-
combination band arising from the magnetic dipole electronic transition between  1E8+ 

and  3Ei. The vibrational bands corresponding to the transition (0-0) centered at 

7620A, (1-0) at 6880A and (2-0) at 6280A in this band system are designated as A 
band, B band and y band, respectively. Since the transition  1E  iF--3Ei is strictly 
forbidden by electric dipole selection rules, these oxygen bands are very weak in the 

normal sense. But as is known from the fact that this band system is clearly observed 
in the solar spectra obtained at sea level, the absorption due to these bands, especially 

due to the A band, is comparatively strong in  the terrestrial atmosphere which involves 
a large amount of oxygen. The red atmospheric bands consist of two P-form branches 

(PQ and  PP,  JI(  --1) and two  R-form branches (RQ and RR,  JI-(=  +  1) which can be 
account for by the magnetic dipole selection rules  J  J-0,  +1 with the restriction  J=0<---> 

J-0,  +4--, +,  . The corresponding transitions for the oxygen  02" are 
in dicated in Fig. 1 by solid line. The  broken-line circles refer to antisymmetric levels 
which are absent for the hornonuclear molecule  02" because of zero nuclear spin of 0216, 

but present in the minor isotopic molecules such as  016017 and 016018. Although several 
expressions on rotational energy of triplet-splitting levels of the  3Eg- ground state have 

been derived by Schlapp (1937), Tinkham and Strandberg (1955) and Watson (1968), 
the predictions of energy from these formulae are nearly identical. According to the 

theory developed by Schalpp, the rotational energies of the  3Ei ground state as-

sociated with a given value of K are expressed by the following formulae: 

 E  J.K_i  147+  (2K+  3)B—A—[(2K+3)2B2±A2-2A/3]1/2-1-p(K+1) (1) 

 E  1=K = W 

 E W —(2K-1)B—A + L(2K+3)2B2+ A2.--2/V3]1/2— ILK (3) 

where W is the rotational energy for the usual nonrigid rotator given by 

 W  =  BK(K+  1)  —DK,(K+1)2+  •  •  •  , (4)

Fig.  1:
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Transitions in the red system of atmospheric oxygen bands  of  0210. The broken-line 
circles refer to antisymmetric rotational levels which are absent for zero nuclear spin. 
Spectra of  016017 and  0160" contain additional transitions among these levels.
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B and D are the rotational constants and X and  kt are the splitting constants which 
represent a coupling of the spin to the internuclear axis and a magnetic coupling 

between the electron spin and the axis of rotation, respectively. 

   The molecular constants of three isotopic molecules, 0216, 016017 and  016018 in the 

states  3E-g- and  1Eg+ have been determined accurately by Babcock and Herzberg (1948). 

The constants used in this calculation are summarized in Table 1. The values of 
 vio represent the center of each band. The molecular constants for  0216 contained in 

the table are taken from Babcock and Herzberg, and those for the minor isotopic 
molecules, 016017 and  016018, are obtained from the values of molecular constants for 

0216 and the theoretical relations (Herzberg, 1950). 

               Table 1: Molecular constants of the three oxygen molecules. 

                             _ = — 

 0218  016017 016018 

      37 -1 + 3E-1 1E+3 3E-1 + 
  ggggg

 BG(cm-1) 
 Do(cm-1) 
 Poo(cm-1) 
 B,(cra-1) 
 Di(cm-1) 
 v„(cm-1) 
 Bz(cm-1) 
 D2(cm-1) 
 "20(cm-1) 
 A(cra-1) 
 it(cm.-1)

i

1. 43777 

4.  913X  10-6 I

i

 1.  984 
 -0

.  00837

 1.39133 

 5.  395x  10-6 

13120. 908 

 1.  37306 

5.  472X  10-6 

 14525.  660 

1. 35472 

 5.  549x  10_6 

15902. 416

 1.  39542 

 4.  628  x  10-6

 1.  984 

 

1-  0. 00790

i 

i

1. 35037 

 5.  081x  10-6 

 13122.  021 

1. 33290 

5.  153  x  10-6 

 14506.  281 

1. 31537 

5.  262x  10-6 

15863. 372

1. 35793 

4.  382X  10-s

 1.  31411 

 4.  811  x  10-6 

 13123.  019 

 1.  29735 

 4.  879x  10-6 

 14488. 873 

 1. 28052 

 4.  948  x  10-6 

 15828. 291

 1. 984 
 -  0

.00740

3. Line parameters and details of calculation. 

   The mean transmission in the spectral interval  v1----v2,  T, is given  by 

                 -  1j,v 2 

 T 

 exp  (—Ekviu)  dv (5) 
 P2-1/1 

Here  kv  1 is the absorption coefficient of the ith line at wavenumber v and  u is the 

absorber thickness defined by 

                                   273.15 
 u  =  0.21j)1  7, (6) 

where  0.21fi is the partial pressure of the oxygen, 1 is the geometrical pathlength and T 

is the absolute temperature. The band limits adopted in this calculation are 13240 
 cm-L-12905  cm-1, 14625  cm-'-14300  cm-' and 15980  cm-4-15685  cm-1 for the A, B 

and y bands, respectively. These band intervals are divided into subintervals with 
5  cm--1 width, and each subinterval into a lot of smaller intervals. Four-point Gaussian 

quadrature is applied over these smaller intervals and the resulting transmissions are 
averaged over each 5  cm-1 subinterval and over the whole band interval. In order to 

 et the transmission at each point, contributions from all lines of isotopic species,
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 0216,  018017 and  016018, are taken into account, if their line strengths are greater than 
 10-7 times that of the strongest line of  0216 in each band . The details of the line 

parameters governing directly the calculated results will be discussed below. 
   The Lorentz and Doppler half-widths of the red atmospheric bands become 

comparable at the comparatively high pressure of about 0.35 atm , so that, over a wide 
range of pressures, the absorption  coefficient  k, is given by the mixed Doppler-Lorentz 
profile, i.e. Voigt profile, in the form 

 k,  1?°Y  exp(--  t)2               dt ,(7) 
                                y2+ (x—t)2 

         S 1/2 2  )1/2(P —Po)  
where  k, =   (in 2)112x (ln 2)1/2 

    YD YD                                                  YD 
and 

 vo  2kT  In   2 )112 
     YD •  C 

It is well known that this profile reduces to the Lorentz profile given by                    

1   SY  L   k — (8) 
 TC  (P—Po)2+  YL2 

in the high pressure range where collision broadening predominates and to the Doppler 

profile given by 

 k, exp  (—x2) (9) 

in the low pressure range where Doppler broadening surpasses collision broadening . 
Although the Voigt profile (i.e. Lorentz profile for stationary molecules) is subject to 

doubt as the shape factor of the oxygen line in the works of Adiks and Dianov-Klokov 
and Burch and Gryvank , our absorption measurement for the A band has provided a 
good confirmation on this profile. Thus the employment of the Voigt profile in 
calculating the transmission functions of the red atmospheric bands is expected to give 

satisfactory results. The integral (7) can not be evaluated analytically , so that the 
efficient numerical method developed by Drayson (1976) is adopted except for the far 
wing of each line; the wings of all lines whose line centers are more distant than 10  cm-1 

from each quadrature point are simply replaced by the Lorentz wing. This procedure 
reduces remarkably the computer time , while still retaining accurate wing effects. 

   The Lorentz half-width  yL is normally represented by 

                          ,( 273.15 )" 
        yL=yrt-(10) 

 ',La being the value of  yL at STP. For the atmosphere composed of  21% oxygen and 
79% nitrogen,  yL is given by 

                15273.15 _)n  yL r0.21ySi_o, (T273.+ 0.79ygi_N1TI—tot (11)
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where  P,,, is the total pressure and  yo,_0.° and  yo.-N.° are, respectively, the  half-widths 
of the self-broadened and nitrogen-broadened oxygen line at STP. Since the 

temperature dependence of the half-widths of oxygen lines is not clarified yet, the 
same value of 0.5 is straightforwardly given to n, n' and n" according to the classical 

pressure-broadening theory. Miller, Giver and Boese (Miller et al.,  1969; Giver et al.,
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  Half-widths of self-broadened oxygen lines at 1 atm pressure. Giver et  al"s 
  results for the B band are given  by upper curve. The results of Miller et al. for the  A 

  band are given by lower curve. 

Nho belong to the same study group, have measured the self-broadened half-

of the oxygen A and B bands and found considerably different results for both 

is shown in Fig. 2. They have also found that there are no systematic 
ces between self-broadened and nitrogen-broadened half-widths. Since it is 

elievable that the half-width is not so much different from band to band, the 
 !ment in their results is unlikely to be physically significant. In this connection, 

 ye methioned in the paper for the B band (Giver et al., 1974) that this difference 
ibly attributable to the greater uncertainities included in their analysis of the 

 [ths for the A band, and that the half-widths for the B band are more precise 

ose for the A band. We have also made sure that their half-widths for the B 
 T most plausible as the selfbroadened as well as nitrogen-broadened widths of 

gen lines. Therefore, we have adopted the self-broadened half-widths by Giver 
s the half-widths of all oxygen bands. Unfortunately, their measurements of 

 -width is limited up to  J"=25 line. Accordingly, the half-widths of lines with 

40 are obtained by the extrapolation from observed values, and the constant 

 f 0.033  cm-1 (at 294 K) is assumed for lines with  J"40. 
 strength of an individual line defined by 

 +03 

 S  j'i =  ki,dv  , (12) 

calculated from the band strength  S by the following  relation  : 

                  F           S = S, exp (— he Er,IkT) (13)
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where  F1" is the weighting function, QT is the rotational partition function given by 

 QT  F  j,,  exp  (—hc  E  tilkT)  , (14) 

 F1" is the rotational energy presented by Eqs (1), (2) and (3) and double primes 
denotes the lower energy state. The weighting function  Fr have been obtained 

experimentally by Childs and Mecke (1931) and theoretically by Shclapp, Tinkham and 
Strandberg and Watson. The distribution of line strengths determined from the 

recent laboratory measurements (Adiks and Dianov-klokov; Burch and Gryvnak;  Miller 
et  al.; Galkin et  al.; Giver et  al.) indicates a good consistence with that derived from 
theoretical function rather than that from experimental function . Moreover, Miller 
et al., Glakin et al. and Giver et al. have shown that the differences of the line 

strengths predicted by each theoretical function are so small that the selection of 
correct weighting function for the oxygen band would be permitted to only exceptionally 

accurate measurement. Thus the Schalpp's weighting function presented in Table 2 is 
employed in this calculation.

Table 2: Types of lines and Schlapp's weighting function.

 Pp

 PQ

RQ

 RR

i  J"

K"

 K"-1

 Kif+1

K"

1

i 1If

 _1

 -1

 +1

 +1

 

I

I 

I

 AM

 -1

0

0

 +1

I

 Weighting function 

 1  —
2  (J"+1) 

 1  —
2  (J"  +  0.75) 

 I 
  2 (J"  +0.25) 

 1 
  2--J"

   In employing Eq. (13), the band strength is the most important factor . Since 
the strength of the A band of  532±21  cm--1  km-latm-i STP determined by Miller 
et al. have been confirmed by us, this value is applied straightforwardly to Eq. (13). 

For the B and y bands, only a few measurements have been done so far, and the 
band strengths are not yet established firmly. In this study, we adopt the 40.8±0.6 

 cm-lkm-latm-1 STP and 1.52±0.07  cm-l-km-latm-1 STP for the B and y bands, 
which were determined by Giver et al. and Miller et al. (1976), respectively, under 
laboratory conditions. These authors have used the same experimental procedure in a 
series of investigations on the red atmospheric bands, and more accurate method of 

data analysis has been employed for these two bands than for the A bands. 
   The disagreement of the experimental line strengths and those calculated on the 

bases of Eq. (13) and theoretical weighting function, whose possible cause may be 
attributed to the effect of vibration-rotation interaction excluded from Eq . (13), has 
been recognized by Miller et al., but completely denied by Galkin et al. Since no 
significant differences have been found in earlier comparisons of spectra for the A
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band (Tanaka et al.), this disagreement if it exists would affect little the calculated 

transmission functions of the A band. However, if Miller et al.'s suggestion of an 

increasing vibration-rotation interaction for the higher vibrational levels in the  1Eg+ 
upper state is true, the transmission functions for the y band, especially those for 5  cm--1 

interval, would include some systematic errors. 

4. Calculated results 

   The condition of the absorption path under which transmissions have been 

performed by the method described in the previous section is shown in Table 3. The 
temperature T, total air pressure P and path length L are given in units of K, atm and 
km, respectively. The absrober thicknesses can be easily obtained by Eq . (6) in unit 
of atm km.

Table 3: Temperatures, pressures and path lengths of tabulated 

transmission functions.

T(K) i P(atm)

300 

250 

200

1. 0 

 0.  75 

 0.  5 

 0.35 

 0.2 

0. 1 

 0.05 

 0.02 

 0.01

 L(km)

 50.  0 

20. 0 

 10.0 

 5.0 

 2.0 

 1.  0 
0. 5 

0. 2

   The calculated transmission functions are made an entry in Tables 4 , 5 and 6 which 
correspond to the A, B and y bands , respectively. The wavenumbers CWN listed in 
the tables refer to the center of the 5  cm-1 interval. For economy , some results of the 
5 cm-1 interval near the band wings and all results of y band for the pressure less than 

0.02 atm, which are nearly equal to 1.0, are not shown in the tables . The transmission 
functions for the whole bands are represented in the lowest part of each table . 

   Acknowledgement: The authors express their sincere thanks to Mr . Tatsuo Yoko-

yama and Miss Emiko Inose for preparing the manuscript.
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          Table 4-1 Transmission functions for the A band at 300 K , 

                averaged over 5 cm-' intervals and over the whole band 

                interval

BANDS 99
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Table 4-2 T 

averaged 

interval

ransmission functions for the A 

over 5  cm-1 intervals and over

band at 250 K, 

the whole band
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 Tabl 5-1 Transmission functions for the B 

averaged over 5  cm-' intervals and over 

interbal

band at 300 K, 

the whole band
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Table  5-2. Transmission ffunctions 

    averaged over 5 cm-1 intervals 

    interval

for the B 

and over

band at 250 k, 

the whole band
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Table 5-3: Transmission functions for the B band at 200 K, 

    averaged over 5 cm-' intervals and over the whole band 

     interval
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Table  6-1: Transmission 

    averaged over 5  cm-1 

     interval

functions for the y 

 intervals  land over

band at 300 k, 

the  whole band
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Table 6-2 T 

     averaged 

     interval

ransmission functions for the y 

over 5  cm-'  Intervals and over

band at 250 K, 

the whole hand
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Table 6-3 Transmission 

    averaged over 5 cm-' 

     interval.

functions for the y 

intervals and over

band at 200 K, 

the whole band
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